Surah Inshiqaq

Introduction:

Recurring themes:
1. End of times
2. Resurrection

Everybody is working hard, but is it towards the dunya or the akhirah?

Ayah (1):
“split asunder”: tear open

Ayah (2):
To give permission - it humbly listens to its Lord and it must do so.

Ayah (3):
The earth becomes flattened so everything on it is completely destroyed.
Ayah 2 - heavens ayah 5: earth. The heaven/earth are obedient servants of Allah and show humbleness before Allah.

Qasm - but the reply has been dropped to make the person contemplate.

Ayah (6):
“kadh”: hardship. That this human will meet hardship like it could never imagine.

Ayah (7):
Then Allah speaks about the book. Taking the book in the right hand is like a universal symbol of success.

Ayah (8):
Reckoning - trial. They will only be reminded of their sins - not questioned.

Ayah (9):
Exams: race home to parents. In their extreme happiness they may start laughing.

Ayah (10); “behind his back”: the person is even embarrassed to show others. Ultimate sadness.
Ayah (11):
"thuboora": destruction: he will curse himself.

Ayah (13):
Now Allah brings our attention to the person in the dunya. Ayah 9 - the person will go happily towards his family on D/J. Ayah 13 - the other person already lived happily in the dunya.

Allah will not put 2 fears on a person. You either fear Allah here and then feel joy in the hereafter.

Ayah (14):
"dhan": doubt
"yahoor": debate

Ayah (15):
Allah has been watching him from the beginning to the end.

Ayah (16):
The redness of the sky.

Ayah (19):
"tarkabunna": ride
"tabaqa": stage
You will ride from stage to stage
So you will go from death - grave - resurrection - gathering - D/J - jannah/Hell

Ayah (21):
Verse of prostration

Ayah (22):
"yakdhiboon": lying about it.
Reality of why they aren't doing this.

Ayha (23):
Allah knows what they are doing

Ayah (24):
Fabashir: glad tidings/good news - here mockingly